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5KSMSFTA

• Sifter and scale attachment, the all-in-one 
baking tool for handsfree, automatic sifting  
and weighing
-  Easily gets consistent results by incorporating 

gradually sifted and weighted ingredients into 
the mixer bowl

-  Accurately measures and properly sifts 
ingredients, as these are the first steps to obtain 
consistent mixing and high-quality baked goods*

-  Shortens prep and clean-up time, making it easy 
to achieve delicious, fluffy results batch after 
batch

• Integrated digital scale
Measures ingredients by weight for greater level 
of precision** which are a critical part of baking 
success
Can also be used separately on the countertop 
with the included scale plate
Easy to use

• Chute
Slowly incorporates ingredients gradually into  
the bowl while mixer is running for optimal results
Neatly funnels weighed and sifted ingredients  
into mixer bowl
Can also swivel to funnel ingredients into a 
separate container without spilling
To avoid countertop mess and dirty fewer dishes

• Compact storage case
To keep all parts in one place
For convenient, easy storage and quick access

• Designed exclusively to work with all 
KitchenAid Stand Mixer Models***

Simply attach to the multipurpose attachment hub 
powered by the stand mixer
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*  Compared to unsifted ingredients

** Compared to measuring by volume

*** Mixer sold separately



STANDARD PARTS 

Hopper
Transparent 500 g capacity container with  
chrome plated ABS knob and finger loop.
Dishwasher-safe.

Digital scale
Easy-to-use digital scale with great level  
of precision.
Can be used as a separate scale on the  
countertop by adding the scale plate.
LED control panel and battery door under  
digital control pad.
Not dishwasher-safe.

Removable sifter
Dishwasher-safe stainless steel sifter. 
Sifter can be removed when weighing  
ingredients that don’t need to be sifted,  
such as chocolate chips.

Chute
Chute neatly funnels weighed and sifted  
ingredients into the mixer bowl, and can  
also swivel to funnel ingredients into a  
separate container without spilling.
Made out of polished stainless steel.
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TECHNICAL DATA 
Material body white ABS P
Material scale white ABS
Material Sifter stainless steel
Material chute polished stainless steel
Product dimensions H × W × D 27.5 × 12.8 × 19.7 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 24.4 × 31.7 × 16.5 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 32.5 × 34 × 25.2 cm
Net weight 1 kg
Gross weight 2 kg
Master pack gross weight 4.3 kg
Master pack 2 units
Country of origin China

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 units)
5KSMSFTA Sifter and Scale attachment 5413184410025 5413184410032


